It’s Easy to Be an MLA Citation Nerd!

There are three guiding principles to using the new method of MLA style. A community college librarian (and self-professed MLA citation nerd) shares some commonsense tips to help students with documentation. Find out more.
Think you’ve mastered the difference between *its* and *it’s*? See how quickly you can conquer our quiz. [Find out more.](#)

The new MLA style is flexible! Follow its core principles and you can create a house style tailored to your class. [Find out more.](#)

---

**Transliteration Vexation**

Should you use the original characters or a transliteration when referring to a source with nonroman characters? [Find out more.](#)

---

**Pride and Precision**

Easily avoid this common habit to make your writing more precise. But would Jane Austen have benefited? [Find out more.](#)

---

**Citing Altered Quotations**

Occasionally there are reasons for not citing a quotation exactly. What’s allowed? We’ve got advice. [Find out more.](#)

**Employing Deploy**

When is it appropriate to use *deploy* rather than *use*, *utilize*, or *employ*? An MLA editor tells you the answer. [Find out more.](#)

---

**Not Just the Facts?**

Want to let your reader know you’re citing an editorial rather than a news article? We give you options! [Find out more.](#)

**Free MLA Style Webinar!**

Wants a hands-on primer on the new MLA style? Stay tuned for information on how to sign up for our 3 May webinar!